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Romania – M1278A1 Heavy Gun Carriers Joint Light Tactical Vehicles 
(JLTVs) 

 
WASHINGTON, March 14, 2023 - The State Department has made a determination approving a possible 
Foreign Military Sale to the Government of Romania of ninety-five (95) Heavy Gun Carriers Joint Light 
Tactical Vehicles (JLTVs) and related equipment for an estimated cost of $104.0 million.  The Defense Security 
Cooperation Agency delivered the required certification notifying Congress of this possible sale today. 
 
The Government of Romania has requested to buy an additional ninety-five (95) Heavy Gun Carriers Joint 
Light Tactical Vehicles (JLTVs).  This amendment will push the current case above the MDE and total case 
value notification thresholds and thus requires notification of the entire case.  The original FMS case, valued at 
$43.73 million, included thirty-four (34) Heavy Gun Carriers JLTVs.  Therefore, this notification is for a total 
of one hundred twenty-nine (129) M1278A1 Heavy Gun Carriers Joint Light Tactical Vehicles.  Also included 
are VRC-104 radio kits; VRC-114 radio kits; baseline integration kits; basic issue items; Defense Advanced 
GPS Receivers (DAGRs); DAGR integration kits; network switch ports; exportable power kits; silent watch 
energy storages; power expansion kits; RF7800i intercom kits; combat bumper kits; winch kits; flat tow kits; 
run flat kits; spare tire kits; commander supply display units; improved turret drive systems; M1114 turret ring 
hatches; 2-year contractor spare parts package; technical assistance; total package fielding; technical 
publications/manuals; and other related elements of logistics and program support.  The total estimated cost is 
$104.0 million. 
 
This proposed sale will support the foreign policy goals and national security objectives of the United States by 
improving the security of a NATO Ally that is a force for political stability and economic progress in Europe. 
 
The proposed sale will improve Romania’s capability to meet current and future threats by providing a credible 
force that is capable of deterring adversaries and enhance its participation in NATO operations.  Romania will 
have no difficulty absorbing this equipment into its armed forces. 
 
The proposed sale of this equipment and support will not alter the basic military balance in the region. 
 
The principal contractors will be Oshkosh Corporation, Oshkosh, WI; and Oshkosh Defense, LLC, Oshkosh, 
WI.  There are no known offset agreements proposed in connection with this potential sale. 
 
Implementation of this sale will not require the assignment of any U.S. Government or contractor 
representatives to Romania. 
 
There will be no adverse impact on U.S. defense readiness as a result of this proposed sale. 
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This notice of a potential sale is required by law.  The description and dollar value is for the highest estimated 
quantity and dollar value based on initial requirements.  Actual dollar value will be lower depending on final 
requirements, budget authority, and signed sales agreement(s), if and when concluded. 
 
All questions regarding this proposed Foreign Military Sale should be directed to the State Department's Bureau 
of Political Military Affairs, Office of Congressional and Public Affairs, pm-cpa@state.gov. 
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